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Why are libraries important? 

 

 Libraries are important to me because how i am a hispanic / latino i really don’t know 

how to talk english. When I go to the library at my school i choose a book and they always but 

always help my grammar improve more and more. libraries are important to the community , 

state , country , nation to anyone because when there is someone in need they want to read a 

book and can't afford books when they can go to the public libraries and check out book of there 

own . Then something aren’t available in the internet and they can always find their answer in a 

library .Libraries always improving mine and lots of students grammar and test scores .  

 

 Libraries aren’t always libraries because there allways technology. Libraries are important 

because they enable people to gain information that builds their personality and careers like me . 

They also enable us to appreciate and understand the word around us . Libraries are places to come 

know themselves and their community . Libraries play a big important part in the political life of a 

community. Libraries provide the immigrants like my family with helpful information and help 

them improved their language in english .  

 

 IN the libraries there is always something or someone that encourages reading. the best 

library for me would be in school because you feel like the library is your space , and make you part 

of your community . There is also computing because there is free internet, especially people looking 

for and applying into jobs , kids , teens , and more us computers to do our homework because we 

could not afford computer or internet ,people without printers at home and go to the library and go 

print it out . 

 

 There is a free courses, like jobs skills, english if its not your native language like me i 

speak Spanish but i learn more english with book’s or do fun things like creating writing , arts , 

and sports . You always learn new skills to read better. 
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